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One of my 2009 New Year’s Resolutions was to lose thirty pounds. Ri left for India on
January fourteenth and by March seventh I had reached my goal. So easy it was, that I
figured “why not go for at least ten more pounds?” Lose forty plus pounds and buy
myself a bit of insurance before Ri gets back and I start eating again. My sedentary life,
poised in front of a computer moving only a mouse, had changed somewhat and I was
walking a lot on errands, and around the neighborhood and to the beach to take pictures.

However just walking around at sea level wasn’t going to produce the kind of extra
weight loss desired, now that the easy part was over, the easy fat was cut. What was
needed was some strenuous hiking up and down actual hills.
So I expanded my walks up to the trailheads above Montecito to poke my head into the
woods and get my all terrain legs under me again. However, my feet started to hurt on
these longer walks up and down hill. The shoes I had were simply not appropriate for
hiking. One pair was a hand-me-down from Arri and they were too small, and the others
were Sketchers with Velcro closures bought for their ease in passing through airport
security – slip ‘em on, slip ‘em off – but they sucked for actual walking. Unfortunately, I
had no choice. Had to keep walking, for a number of reasons, and so I soldiered on.
Now, why not just go out and buy some comfortable shoes, something appropriate for
hiking? Well, this is one of those times in my life where there just isn’t any money. I
mean no extra dough, nothing, every dime being funneled into a scary, life-or-death kind
of situation. Not me or Ri, but someone near and dear.
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Ri and I have been broke many times in the past. It’s usually of our own making though
and I usually don’t let it stress me out too much – what are they going to do, take my
birthday away? However, this is a very different situation we’re in - a beast not of our
own making, working on its own schedule, making us spend money, lots of it, to fight its
kind of fight. Over the last 16 months we’ve hunkered down - when our Honda blew its
mind, we just pushed it into a corner of the yard, and now run all our errands on foot.
“Soldiering on” with sore toes was kind of dumb though and I soon woke up. Good
grief, this is precisely the type of situation I am always prepared for. You see, I worry
before throwing anything out, or before giving to Thrift, “what if I need something like
this some day?” And so I almost never throw anything out, even if it’s broken - I tell
myself I’ll fix it - or I can’t identify what it is exactly – it will reveal itself when it’s time.
So I rooted around in the closets and came up with a perfectly good pair of men’s shoes –
some sort of mallrat/skateboarder/slacker model shoe that one of the boyz had bought
years ago and abandoned shortly after it went out of style. And lo and behold they fit,
and nicely too. Large enough to give my poor abused toes some room on the downhill.
I gave them a spin and found they didn’t have enough cushioning. Then I recalled
decades ago trimming a pair of Sorbothane inserts for a pair of climbing boots wrong,
and, of course, not throwing them away, but rather saving them. Over the years they’d
been spied in a storage box full of boots we never used, but kept in case, I guess, of
nuclear winter and a long forced march somewhere. After a bit of searching in the garage
I found the box, and there amongst our much loved but now forgotten felt-lined Sorels
and my fabulously rigid Galibiers that saw service in the Himalayas so many eons ago,
were those two miscut Sorbothane inserts. And they fit the new shoes well enough.
With a fresh bounce in my step, I set off to conquer Montecito Peak.
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Why Montecito Peak? Well, there is another New Year’s resolution on my list and that is
to prepare for an Himalayan trek, and step number one is to bag Montecito Peak. Had
not been up in a long time, even though it’s right in my back yard. From our house, a
little above sea level, it’s a three mile walk and a 700 foot elevation gain to the trailhead.
From there, another 2,500 feet of elevation in 3.75 miles to the Peak, seen in the center of
this picture taken from the beach looking back across the pond towards Montecito.

With my newfound shoes I hiked with purpose, and even went a mile further beyond the
Peak, seen below on the left, to get a shot of its backside and the city of SB right of center
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Then backtracking, I made it to the top. Here’s photographic proof looking east. Ahhhh.

With your indulgence I want to go into this a bit deeper. Pete’s Truism is “Some Worry
is Good.” If you didn’t worry about getting a flat tire, you wouldn’t carry a spare. If I
hadn’t worried about maybe one day needing a pair of shoes, I wouldn’t have a closet
cluttered with old-but-still-useable shoes, and couldn’t have subsequently bagged the first
Peak or advanced those other New Year’s resolutions.
Of course not “all” worry is good, hence the key word “some” in the Truism, and
obviously too much worry is bad. While in the woods, with the ongoing financial crisis
at home, I had to guiltily ask myself why I wasn’t back there sweating bullets in front of
the computer. Well, the answer is, and I speak from experience having made a career out
of trying, there is only so long that you can fruitlessly attempt to make a dollar out of
fifteen cents before going mad. And my going mad isn’t going to help anyone.
What I decided I was doing was escaping to where I can, albeit briefly, control things.
Hiking and taking pictures is my escape, my way of being in control - set a goal, be
productive, even when surrounded by terror. I can control the time of day, where I walk,
the amount of light I let into the camera, the framing. And although I have another
Truism - “Doing Things Costs Money!” - best shouted in response to a spouse or child
who complains “We never do anything anymore,” this particular hiking/photography
exercise doesn’t cost me anything. Taking digital pictures, even thousands of them, just
requires a tiny bit of electricity, assuming of course one was able to afford the proper
equipment at an earlier, more well off time.
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Taking pictures. Being in control….
Do I shoot in Black and White?
A fork in the road. Which way out of these dark woods?

Sun dappled tree roots and rocks by a stream take on a very different look in B&W.
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Or do I shoot in color?
The morning sun reflected in water sheeting over smoothed rocks.

Sunlight on the clear waters of a burbling brook turn ripples into liquid gold.
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Shedding pounds too is my way of being in control, and my weight loss, no matter that it
will only be temporary, was a real triumph. I don’t know about you, but when I am
nervous or working a difficult problem in my mind, or trying to get something done
under a looming deadline, I nosh. I don’t smoke, don’t do drugs, don’t drink. I nosh.
Oatmeal raisin cookies, carrot cake, peanuts, chocolate, spoonfuls of peanut butter.
Mostly healthy stuff, but still noshing. And historically, noshing between the fabulous
meals Rizona makes for me. But, at this particularly stressful time, pacing around the
house, trying again to make a dollar out of fifteen cents, without Rizona, for three full
months not a single break in my will, not once did I lose control and fall off the wagon
and succumb to a fit of noshing.
Back to my parable. Upon returning from Montecito Peak, 15+ miles later, I had not
only stopped my torment with newfound shoes and insoles, but upon looking at the
pictures on my laptop, I also noted the capture of a particular shot I had been hunting that of a waterfall, where, without a tripod, I had managed to get a sharp picture, properly
framed, in the right light, with the moving water pleasingly unsharp.

And finally, the cherry on top, the next morning when I weighed myself, another goal - I
had hit the minus forty mark. All in all, a satisfying time. And all done at no cost!
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That hard-earned feeling of success was short-lived, and now of course I am back here in
front of my computer, chilled with fear, trying to make a dollar out of fifteen cents.
While I wait for some critical responses, I practice another type of costless escapism –
crafting this parable. Using those pictures I take. Trying to be productive. Checking
things off that New Year’s list – Learn how to take pictures of moving water. Check.
Take more black-and-white pix. Check. Expand Pete’s Truisms. Check.
So where the hell am I going with all this? Partly of course it is to rationalize how I
could possibly be doing anything but melting here in a puddle of worry over our current
family situation. But partly too, there is something larger to contemplate.
Remember the electricity deregulation train wreck we had here in California in 20002001? We fixed the problem unconsciously when we reflexively cut consumption here
20% overnight without hardly a thought. Unfortunately, the politicians didn’t preach
conservation, or even note its effectiveness. Rather they (rightly) blamed system gaming,
wanker greedheads, and as soon as the crisis passed we went right back to squandering
our energy and quickly were at pre-crisis (over)consumption levels.
Well, right now in this much larger crisis people are cutting back, and sometimes changes
don’t get un-made. What happens if all those American consumers who drove the
economy for so many years get my religion? I mean, I don’t have a flat screen TV, have
only bought one new car in my whole life, don’t fly aimlessly around so I can earn miles
to fly some more, and now that I’m down forty pounds I will simply open some boxes in
the garage and start wearing all those old clothes I kept for just such a situation. They
won’t be out of fashion, because I don’t give a damn about crap like that.
What happens when nobody gives a damn? When people realize they can live without
Imelda Marcos-like collections of new shoes? This worry that change is afoot may be the
serious undercurrent that is affecting things right now. The elephant in the room. The
unspoken fear that our economy, and in turn global stability, is based on our profligacy,
and that there will be wrenching and long-term consequences if we were to sober up and
stop consuming for consumption’s sake. Bush indelicately hit the nail on the head,
exposing this unspoken worry, when he asked the country to “go shopping” after 9-11.
Much discussed of late are the “lack of confidence” and pessimism in the markets.
Perhaps it is actually sobriety - a morning-after, I’ll-never-do-that-again sort of a feeling.
What if the American business model of perpetual growth, of infinite amounts of useless
bling bought on credit, gets replaced by thrift, frugality, and a consumer choice shift to
practical products which do not go out of fashion and which they make last for a long,
long time? Can khaki pants, a blue blazer and penny loafers really ever go out of style?
That’s not to say we should worry too much about this economy of ours. Rather we
should just take the appropriate steps to be prepared for any eventuality. I for example
have a really good tent that sleeps four, and a multi-fuel cook stove, and good boots
stashed for the whole family for that long winter march. And I know from experience
that we can forage for nutritious wild mustard in the local hills this time of year.
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